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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-18422 

Observations of energetic protons in the inner radiation belt hav:e 

been carried out since September 1962 with emulsion detectors re-

covered from polar-orbiting low-altitude satellites. Experimental re-

sults obtained between November 1962 and June 1966, during the period 

of minhnum solar activity, are as follows: 

(a) The omnidirectional proton flux at 63 MeV remained constant to 

within ±7. 6 per cent, an error comparable to the statistical accuracy of 

the flux measurements. 

(b) No detectable change in the energy spectrum above 57 MeV 
. I 

occurred. These results can be ascribed, qualitatively, to the concu~-

rent minimum of solar activity and stability of the 10.7 -cm uv flux, F, 

du ring thi s pe riod. 

ec} The omnidirectional flux versus altitude profile can be fitted by a 

power-law function of altitude with exponent n = 4.67±0.08. This value 
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of n is in agreement with that deduced from measurement of the east

west asyrrunetries in the proton flux. The measured proton flux scale 

heights are significantly larger than can be accounted for by the Harris 

and Priester model atmosphere. Apart from effects due to sources 

other than albedo neutron decay, the data suggest either that errors exist 

in the model atmosphere, particularly in regards to the density gradient, 

or that adiabatic particle motion is violated. 

.' 
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INTRODUCTION 

Between September 1962 and June 1966, nuclear emulsion particle 

I ~ I 
detectors were successfully recovered from 30 earth-oriented satel-

lites after 2 to 7 days: in polar orbit. Of these recoveries, 27 yielded 

useful experimental dat~ on the spatial and te~poral properties of en

ergetic trapped protons at low satellite altitudes. This paper reports 

the results of these, experiments, which pertain to innez:- radiation belt 

protons detected in the region of the South Atlantic anomaly during the 

recent period of niil)imum solar activity. 

Partial results obtained from flights prior to September 1963 have 

beell publ:ished previously [Heckman and Nakano, 19'63 and 1965]. All 

data reported here have been analyzed in common. The present analysis 

follows closely that given previously, but has been augmented and refined 

in many of itsdeta,ils. Important to this study is that all experiments 

were performed under conditions that ~ere, for practical purposes, iden

tical. The emulsions were mounted on the vehicle, in a reproducible and· 

known geometry, the vehicle was earth-oriented at all times, and its ori-

entation could be, and was, independently verified from our own measure-

ments. Orbit inclinations were from 64.9° to 115.0°, and the ascending

node altitudes were between 245 and 519 km at the center of the South 

Atlantic anomaly. 

Quantities that we have examined for evidence of temporal variations 

during the approximately 4-year period are the omnidireCtional proton flux, 

east-west asymmetry of the proton flux, and energy spectrum. The alti-

tude dependeIlce of the proton flux and the east-west asymmetry of this flux 

/' 
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have also been obtained. Between SepteITlber 1962 and June 1966 we find 

no evidence for significant changes in the character of the trapped high

energy protons. With the exception of our first flight (SepteITlber 1962), 

the proton flux at 63 MeV has reITlained constant fo within ±7. 6 per cent-

an error that is cOITlparable to the statistical accuracy of ITleasureITlent. 

No changes in the shape of the energy spectruITl for E> 57 MeV have 

been detected. Within the range of altitudes exaITlined the east-west 

aSYITlITletries and the profile of altitude vs flux cannot be fully accounted 

for by atITlospheric lbsses, as deduced froITl ITlodel atITlospheres, under 

the as sUITlption of adiabatically conserved particle ITlotion. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

A. Orbit ParaITleters and Satellite Orientation 

All satellites were launched into near-polar orbit, with apogee 

usually occuri-ing in the southern heITlisphere in the ascending node, i. e., 

while the satellite was traveling northward. EpheITleris data listed for 

each flight the altitude, latitude, and longitude of the satellite at 1-

ITlinute intervals. The locations of the satellites were known to within 

±1 kITl. Attitude control wasITlaintained at all tiITles in order to orient 

the orbiting vehicle relative to the velocity and zenith vectors. 

B. EITlulsion Detectors 

Four sITlall "button-shapedll stacks of nuclear track eITlulsions, 

each 4 CITl in diaITleter by 0.48 CITl thick, were used on each-flight. The 

eITlulsion stacks consistedof four pellicles of Ilford G.2, 600 f.I. thick, 

and eight pellicles of Ilford G.5, 300 f.I. thick. These eITlulsions have 

identical cheITlical COITlposition, differing only in their sensitivity. 

oi' 
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Type G.2 is sensitive to singly charged particles, 
..., 

p < 0.4, whereas 

type G.5 is electron- sensitive, hence capable of recording relativistic 

particles. 

C. Orientation of Emulsion 

The emulsion stacks were placed in stainless steel canisters and 

mounted on a spherical ballast shell immediately behind the ablative 

shield of the recoverable section of the satellite. The geometrical con-

figuration of the emulsion detectors in the nose cone was accurately 

known. As a result, the emulsions were uniquely oriented during flight 

with respect to the spacecraft's orbital velocity and zenith vectors. 

Figure 1 is a near~vertical photograph of the emulsion detectors before 
,..,..,.. 

their removal from the ballast shell after recovery. The ij k coordi-

nate system indicated is fixed in the satellite. During flight, the vector 

1 is directed toward the zenith, i. e., normal to the earth's surface. 

The vector K is the axis of symmetry of the satellite, which, for these 

experiments, was aligned antiparallel to the orbital velocity vector, v. -
Figure 1 portrays a common flight configuration. The angle be

tween k and the normal to the emulsions is 36°. CO,unterclockwise 

from 1. the azimuthal angles of the detector positions are 48.5°, 118°, 

That the emulsions were spatially oriented during 

their irradiations to the trapped radiation is the most significantoper-

ational feature of the experiment",-one that simplified the methods for 

scanning the emulsions as well as the analysis and interpretation of the 

data. 
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D. Shielding 

The exposure geometry as described above allows for the detec-

tion of particles over a 21T solid angle at each detector position. Par

ticles within this solid angle enter the upper surface or edge of the 

stacks after penetrating the ablative shielding and canister. The ablative 

.shield is a laminated structure of phenolic glass and nylon phenolic whose 

thickness depends on direction. The minimum thickness of 2.48 g/cm2 

is in the direction normal to the detector surfaces. The minimum detect-

able energy for protons (including the energy loss in the canister) is 57.3 

MeV. Protons that enter the emulsions parallel to the emulsion surface 

have cutoff energies between 70 and 106 MeV, depending on the direction 

of incidence. 

TOPOLOGY OF MIRRORlNG PROTONS IN THE 
SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY 

Because· of the low satellite altitudes at which these experiments 

were performed. the detection of trapped radiation was confined to the 

South Atlantic anomaly. a region of enhanced trapped radiation where 

the iriner VanAllen belt particles attain their minimum mirror-point 

altitudes. The dominant feature of the trapped radiation in the anomaly 

region is its planar geometry. The radiation is most intense in the plane 

normal to the local nlagnetic field. Particles that are not nornlal to the 

magnetic field at the point of observation are mirrored at lower altitudes 

and .are rapidly attenuated owing to their increased penetration into the 

atnlosphere. The pitch-angle distribution about the nlirror plane is there-

fore sharply defined. An effective atnlosphere of constant scale height. 

H. for example. produces a Gaussian distribution of pitch angle. (See 

~ " Appendix I . ) 

• 
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At 400 km altitude, H::::: 80 km and the calculated standard deviation, CT, 

of the pitch angle distribution relative to the mirror plane is ±8. 6° , 

consistent with observation [Heckman and Nakano, 1963; Filz and Hole-

man, 1965]. 

That the mirror geometry of the trapped radiation is observable in 

the emulsion detecto rs is attributable to the fact that the radiation is 

detected only in the relatively small geographic area of the South Atlantic 

anomaly. Further, the orientations of the mirror plane recorded in the 

emulsion detectors during ascending and descending nodes of the orbit are 

clearly resolved from each other ( Figure 2). The relative orientation of 

<to 

the mirror plane is. a result of rotation about the satellite's i axis by the 

amount R. = 180 0 + 2w, where w= sin-1(C<:>S~), 0 is the orbit inclination, 
, 1 Sln 

and e; is the colatitude of the observation point. 

Figure 2 illustrates the geometric orientation of the planes of mir-

roring protons as recorded by the emulsion detectors in flight configuration 

when the orbit inclination is 75 0
• The illustration shows the mirror planes 

I 

as they would appear at the site of maximum proton intensi'ty in the anomaly 

region ( :::::340 W, 34° S), and is representative of the mean orientation of 

these planes recorded by the detectors. The observed angular width of the 

mirror planes is determined predominantlyby(a) the intrinsic pitch-angle 

distribution of the protons and (b) the broadening of this distribution by the 

precession of th~ magnetic field vector during the orbital traversals of the 

anom~ly region ~s seen in the t 1, k (satellite) frame. The precession 

of the field ·vector in the i, 1, k system is a compo site motion due to the 
I 

variations in the vector directions of B within the anomaly region and .-
" 

the relative motion between the k axis of the.satellite and true north, !!" 
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as each traversal of the anomaly is made. (For a circular orbit, the 

angle betweenk . and ~ is w, defined above, andit~. rate of change is 

. W = a cosO cos oj sin
2

0, where a is the orbital angular velocity.) We 

have calculated the rms broadening, O"b' of the pitch angle distribution 

in the plane of the emulsion, stack A, due to the precession of B, and .-
find O"b::::: 10°. We have consistently found rm.s widths of the mirror 

planes to be 0". ::::: 13° [Heckman and Nakano, 1963]. Given O".b::::: 10° , meas 

we obtain 0"::::: 8° as the width of the intrinsic pitch angle distribution, in 

. agreement with the computational results in Appendix!. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Verification of Orientation 

The first step in our analysis was to determine the mirror-plane 

configuration 'recorded in each emulsion stack. The configuration of the 

mirror planes observed in each emulsion detector is dependent upon the 

position of the detector on the ballast shell, the orbital inclination, and 

the orientation of the satellite relative to the local magnetic field in the 

region where the mirroring particles are detected. We take the normal 

to the mirror planes to be the mean direction of the magnetic field vector 

over th.e mirroring region as observed in the ilk reference frame of the 

satellite. A possible mirroring region is found whenever the magnetic 

field vector in the satellite reference frame, upon being transformed to 

earth-centered polar coordinates at the geographic point under consider

ation, aligns with the earth's field as given by the Jensen and Cain [1962] 

48- term. field expansion. 

Ii 
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Additional infortnation is obtained from the observation of the east-

west asymmetry in the proton flux. Because the unidirectional flux, j t' -eas 

is greater than j I t" the east- to-west direction at the time of exposure -wes 
A 

can be deterrnined., The orientation of the satellite's j axis with respect 

to the east-west direction that is obtained via particle asymmetry measure-

merits establishes the vector direction of B and restricts the mirroring -
region to the southern hemisphere. Here, there are two possible sites, 

both in the South Atlantic Ocean; one near South AInerica, the other near 

Central Africa. From geometrical considerations alone, these sites are 

indistinguishable. The magnitudes of the magnetic field in these regions, 

however, are not equal. The lower field intensity over the South Arner-

ican site identifies this particular area as the mirroring region. We have, 
, , 

in other wor.ds~ deduced that the trapped particles we observe in the emul-

sions were detected in the well-known South Atlantic anomaly. 

The results of the geometrical analysis described above are given 

in Figure 3 for a representative sample of the flight experiments. Each 

datum point corresponds to an individual flight. The data identify well 

the central region of the South Atlanticanornaly- - the clus te ring of points 

attests to the excellent reproducibility of the experimental configuration 

and attitude control of the satellite. The error bars represent the statis-

tical accuracies in our determinations, based on the measurement errors 

of the magnetic inclination (vertical bars) and declination (horizontal bars) 

angles: The distribution in the values of the magnetic inclination, I, is 

consistent With the measurement errors alone, and indicates that the 

errors it). satellite orientation relative to the zenith direction is less than 

our measurement error of ±2°. The distributio,n in the declination angles 
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suggests on the other hand, that the attitude-control error in yaw could be 

as high as ±3°. By the foregoing analyses, we verified that each flight ex-

periment was properly executed under the nominal operational conditions. 1,;' 

East- West Asymmetry 

The east-west asyminetry in the directional flux of energetic trapped 

protons [Lenchek and Singer, 1962] is clearly observed at low satellite al

titudes in the South Atlantic anomaly [Heckman and Nakano, 1963; Galperin 

and Temny, 1965; and Filz and Holeman, 1965]. That an east-west flux 

asymmetry is a general feature of inner belt protons is supported by the 

ExplorerH satellite observations by Garmire [1963]. 

An asymmetry ill the proton flux will appear wherev.er a flux gradient 

exists, irrespective of the physical phenomena that generate the gradient 

[Northrop" 1963]. At the inner edge of the radiation belt, it is the atmo-

spheric density gradient that produces the flux gradient and thus the east-

west asymmetry. The trapped radiation penetrates the atmosphere to its 

greatest extent while traversing the South Atlantic.' Thus, the effective 

atmospheric density experienced by a trapped particle during its longitu-

dinal drift period is largely determined in this region. At altitudes up to 

about 400 km, scale heights of the effective atmospheric density averaged 

over the particle's motion are only slightly greater (by 25 per cent and less) 

than the scale height of the atmosphere at the particle's minimum mirror-

point altitude, h . [Heckman and Brady, 1966}. mIn Measurements of 

proton.flux scale heights via east-west asymmetry measurements in the 

anomaly thus can be directly compared with model atmospheric scale 

heights. This is done in Figure 4a. 

• 
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The calculational results ·of Heckman and Brady [1966] show that 

within the range of altitudes we are considering the effective atmospheric 

density scale heigHt lS not constant, but increases approximately in pro-

portion to altitude. The proportionality factor depends on, and increases 

with, solar activity, and is demonstrated in Figure 4a. The effective at-

mospheric density thus has an altitude dependence that is more nearly a 

power law than exponential. 

In order to present the proton flux east-west asymmetry data as 

scale heights, we therefore assume the altitude profile of the directional 

proton flux to be a power law. In terms of the 1 E: ,1 W flux ratios, the 

proton-flux scale h~ight is given by 

j 
~E -.- , 
l.w 

( 1a) 

and the power-law exponent, n, is 

n= h/H. (1b) 

In the above expression. the quantity Ah = a cos I cos cp is the differ

ence in altitude between the point of observation, h, and the guiding centers 

of 1 E and i W' where a = pc/B is the gyro radius of the particle, I is 
.... ,. 

the dip angle of the magnetic field, and cpis the angle between B X .£ 

(wher~ r is the zenith vector) and the direction along which the asimme-

try measurements are made. In these experiments, the east-west asym-

metry was measured at, a mean proton energy of 132 MeV (a = 78 km for 

B = 0.22 gauss), with 0.439 ~ cos cp ~ 0.961, depending upon orbit incli-

nation. The average magnetic dip angle at which the measurements were 

made was I = 42°. 
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The errors assigned to the,flu~ asyrrunetry data include the statis'tical 

uncertainty of the measured east:west ratio, the error in the background 

correction to the ratio, and the error due to uncertainties in the geomet- 1..' 

rical configuration. Combining the aforementioned errors leads to overall 

fractional errors in our scale-height measurements that average :I: 11 per 

cent, with a maximum of 23 per cent for the lowest-altitude point. 

The east-west asymmetries were measured by counting the number 

of stopping protons in the energy interval 132:1: 10 MeV that enter diamet-

rically opposite edges of the stack A (see Figure 2). To be counted, the 

direction of a proton track 1 mm from its ending had to be withilJ. :1:15 0 of 

the ascending-node mirror plane and :1:10 0 to the plane of the emulsion. 

The principal source of background to the east-west ratios orig:-

inated in the ablative shielding over the emulsions owing to scattering 

and secondary-particle production by the trapped radiation and primary 

cosmic rays. The correction for this background was estimated by count-

ing the number of stopping protons having the same angular criteria 'as 

above, but whose incident directions eliminated them as constitUents of 

the trapped radiation. 

The altitude assigned to each experimental point is hmin, the flux

weighted average minimum mirror-point altitude for that particular sat

ellite flight (see Appendix IT for a definition of h . ), less a correction . mln 

of € = 16 to 18 km, depending oli altitude. This correction comes about 

because the east-west asymmetry is measured over a finite range of 

Pitch angles about the mirror plane, e.g., 0 = :I:'IT/12, rather than strictly . meas . 

normal to the magnetic field. The altitude € is given to good approximation 

by € = 2.0 X 103 <t/'), where ( 02) is' the square of the intrinsic pitch angle up 

to wHich the measurements were taken, averaged over Hie ioc~.l pitcR-

• 
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angle distribution. 

The asym.metry data shown in Figure 4a present the dependence of 

the proton flux scale height on altitude; Figure 4b gives the corresponding 

values of the exponent n. The mean vahie of n deduced :from the particle 

asym.metry data is Ii = 4.93 :1:0.12. Also shown in Figure4a is H vs h . . min 

for n = 4.67, the exponent that is derived from the altitude profile of the 

omnidirectional flux of 63"-MeV protons. These latter data are presented 

in the following section. The proton flux scale-height data are compared 

with curves of energy-los s scale heights vs altitude that are appropriate 

for atmospheres at solar minimum (S = 100) and solar maximum (S = 200). 

The curves of H vs h . are those given by Heckman and Brady [1966] , 
min ----.:--------" 

who computed the effective atmospheric scale heights for 125-MeV pro-

tons, 0.204 ~ B:;; 0.236, L = 1.38. The Harris and Priester[1962] model 

atmosphere was used in the computations, and the effective atmospheric 

densities and energy loss and their scale heights were found by averaging 

these various quantities over the particle's trajectory. 

Proton Flux Measurements 

. Scanning Procedure 

The proton flux was determined by sampling the areal density of 

normally incident protons that stopped in emulsion stack A. The energy 

increment over which the flux measurements were made was 

57.3 < E <68.2 MeV (E = 63 MeV). Again referring to Figure 2, we note 

that the ascending-node mirror plane is nearly normal to the emulsion 

plane of stack A. (The angle between the mirror and emulsion planes 

varies slowly with orbit inclination, O. As illustrated in Figure 2, the 

mirror-emulsion plane angle is 92° when 0 = 75°.) 
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In order to demonstrate the scanning geometry and angular selection 

criteria, we schematically show in Figure 5 how the emulsion is oriented 

during the course of thisancUysis. Preceding the flux. measurements, the 

orientation of the ascending-node mirror plane in the emulsion and the 

east-west asymmetry of the flux are determined. The emulsion is placed 

on the niicroscope stage so that the intersection of the mirror and emulsion 

planes is parallel to· the x axis, and given the east-west asymrp.etry, the 

earth's magnetic field vector is aligned along the yaxis. The mirror 

plane is then confined to the x-z plane to within a few degrees, where the 

z axis is the optical axis of the microscope. 

Vector P represents the direction of an incident stopping proton -
measured at the surface 0 f the emulsion. A proton is counted when the 

I 

projected angle of ~ on the mirror plane, <l>p, satisfies the criterion 

The mean angle in the mirror plane at which the vertically incident flux 

is observed is 25° < <I> < 74°, depending on orbit inclination .. The lIeast
v 

A A 

westll vector, B X!., defines the direction <I> = O. 

Omnidirectional Flux vs Altitude 

The quantity actually measured in our scanning procedure is the 

directional flux of protons at angle. <I> in the mirror plane. As evidenced 
v 

by the east-west asymmetry, the directional flux is not azimuthally uni-

form in the mirror plane. This is taken into account when the data are 

transformed from directional to omnidirectional proton flux in the follow-

ing manner: Under the as sumption that the altitude profile of the direc

tional proton flux is a po~er law, j (<I» can be expressed as 

• 
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j( <1» 
a n 

= (1 + h cos I cos <1» • (2) 

The factor F; which converts, the directional flux to omnidirectional 

flux, is then 

(3) 

where 

n ~ 5, as obtained from the asymmetry data; 

j (<I> ) is the directional flux observed at <I> ;' 
v v 

and ~<I> is the angular interval in the mirror plane in which the 

directional flux is measured. 

Typically, ~<I> = rr/6 radians. 

In our expe~iments, (a/h)cosI is about 0.1, and F may vary be-

tween 7.8 (when cos <I> = 1) and 21.3 (whencos<l> = -1) when ~<I> = rr/6. We v v 

note that F = 12 for an azimuthally uniform distribution of flux in the 

mirror plane" i. e., when n or a -+ o. 

Figure 6 presents our measurements on the altitude dependence of 

the omnidirectional flux of E = 63 MeV protons. Plotted is the average 

daily integrated flux, J (in units of cm -2 MeV-1 day-i), observed for 

each satellite flight, versus the averCige :minimum mirror-point altitude, 

11 .. Each datum point was measured to a statistical accuracy of ±5 mIn 

per cent. The data are all normalized to a 9(1 orbit inclination because 
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the integrated proton flux detected during a 24-hour period at a constant 

satellite altitude varies with orbit inclination. Based upon our calculation 

using Injun 3 proton data, we find that the daily integrated proton flux at 

63 MeV increases approxim.ately linearly with the angle 1900 
- U 1 for 

65 0 < U < 115 0
• Specifically, the expression we used to norm.alize the 

flux data to a 90 0 orbit is J{U) = [1 + 0.00651 90 - U 1 J(90 0
)], where J(U) is 

, 

the daily integrated flUx observed at orbit inclination U. The altitude 

dependence of this norm.alization factor is sm.all [Vette, 1966], and no 

correction was m.ade. The norm.alization of the flux data toJ(900) reduced 

the scatter of the data about the least- squares adjusted power-law fit from. 

a standard deviation of:=:: 10 per cent to 7.6 per cent. Our final result is 

-2 -1 -i 
that the exponent of the power-law relationahip between J( in cm. MeV day J 

at 63~MeV and h·. is n = 4.67:1::0.08. 
m.1n 

Also shown in Figure 6 are the values com.puted for the daily flux of 

63-MeV protons for each flight by using the ephem.eris data, the Jensen 

and Cain [1962] 48-coeffi~ient spherical harm.onic expansion of the geo

m.agnetic field, and the Injun 3 proton data [Valerio, 1964, and Peterson, 

1966]. In order to deduce J{ 63 MeV) from. the Injun 3 m.easurem.ents, 

40 < E < 110 MeV, we assum.ed the differential energy spectrum. in this 

energy interval to be exponential, of the type 

J ex: exp[ - E/EO (L)] , 

where the Ldependence of EO is that given by McIlwain and Pizzella [1963] . 

Although there is evidence that the characteristic energy EO is also a func

tion of B [Freden, Blake, and Paulikas, 1965], the inform.ation presently 

available on this is not extensive enough to perm.it us to include this re

finem.ent in our flux com.putations. 

• 
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The original purpose for com.puting the Injun 3 daily flux was to 

com.pare the ratio J b /JI . 3 in order to estim.ate variations in the flux 
o s nJ 

data owing to differences in orbit inclination, eccentricity, etc. However, 

as these data accum.ulated, it becam.e apparent that the ratios J b /JI . 3 
. . . ·0 s nJ 

varied system.atica:lly with altitude, and therefore could not be used di-

rectly to correct for orbit-dependent differences. Referring to Figure 6, 

we note the Injun 3 flux agrees very well as to absolute flux, but has an 

exponent ~nj 3 = 4.05 :1:0.04, which is significantly less than the 

n = 4.67:1: 0.08 obtained in the present experim.ent. We note that the scat-

ter of the daily flux values about J Inj 3 is sm.all, about :1:3 per cent (SD). 

A scatter in flux data of this am.ount ~ be accounted for by a random. 

error 6f only :1:2 kni in calculating h .. Com.putations using the 1964-m.ln 

45A [Freden/ Blake, and Pa~1ikas, 1967] and Telstar I [Gabbe and Brown, 

1966] flux contours gi:;e equally precise power-law altitude-flux profiles. 

The power-law exponents are in good agreem.ent with each other 

(n1964-45A = 4.04:1: 0.03, nTelstar I = 3.96 :1:0.07). However, both the 
, . . 

1964-45A and Telstar I flux contou~s predict daily fluxes that are::: 30 per 

cent less than those given by Injun 3, hence, some 30 per cent less than 

the fluxes observed in this experim.ent. 

In Figure 4a we have plotted particle scale heights vs h . for the mln 

exponents n derived from. the (unidirectional) east-west asymmetry and 

omnidirectional flux measurements. We wish to point out that these power-

law exponents are, with sm.all error, equal; hence, direct com.parison of 

these quantities is justified. 

On the basis of the east-:-west asymmetry data, we may express the 

unidirectional flux of particles norm.al to the local magnetic field as 
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where h is the detector altitude and [h + Ah] is the altitude of the particles' 

guiding center .. Following Farley and Sanders [1962], the,om:Ilidirectional 

flux at altitude h, J(h), is given by the integral equation 

21T 0max 

J(h) = 2S d</>S 11 (h, </» cos 0 d o. (5) 

o 0 

By (a) expanding 11 (h, </» in terms of a binomial series, (b) using the 

mirror equation BIB. = cos 2 0, and (c) noting that h = kB- 6 at low 
mirror 

altitudes in the anomaly region, equation 5 can be easily integrated to find 
. I . 

J(h). Given that we express J(h) in the form J(h) ex: h
n 

, we obtain the 

result that the difference between the exponentsn l -n::::: 0.02 for the param

eters in this experiment. This difference is therefore sufficiently small 

to justify equating ni to n. 

Energy Spectrum 

At least once per year during the solar minimum period we under-

took a measurement of the pro'ton energy spectrum E> 57 MeV. As de-

scribed in the previous section, vertically incident, stopping protons are 

limited to the energy interval 57.3 < E < 68.2 MeV. Protons that enter 

parallel to the emulsion surface have a minimum cutoff energy of about 

110 MeV. By utilizing both range and ionization measurements, the 

energy spectrum can be extended to ::::: 550 MeV, at which point the cosmic-

ray background intensity becomes dominant. 

Calibration: The ionization (i. e., grain density, g) versus velocity 

calibrations of the electron sensitive emulsions were obtained from stopping 

'J 
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proton tracks i:::: I cm in length. The ranges of the calibration protons 

were limited because the high particle intensities accumulated during a 

several-day flight (a) necessitated the use of thin emulsions (~ 300 J.L), 

and (b) disallowed the tracing of particle tracks to adjacent she,ets. 

Grain density measurements were therefore carried out up to 13::::: 0.31 

(50 MeV) only. IIi order to extrapolate the g.lvs-'f3 curve to higher ve

locities, we took the shape of the g-vs- 13 curve given by Patrick and 

Barkas [1962], and normalized this curve to our measurements for 

f3~0.31. 

Measurements: The procedures we used to determine grain densi

ties followed that given by Barkas [1963]. Because of limited track lengths 

available for ionization measurements we utilized both the gap-length and 

blob-length structure of the track segments to give independent estimates 

of g. By doing so, we were able to attain statistical accuracies of ± 5 

per cent in: g for track segments 300 to 1000 J.L in length, depending on the 

level of ionization of the track. Accepted for ionization measurements 

were protons incident upon stack A whose projected directions were within 

± 10° of the mirror plane and whose dip angles were ~ ±5° to the emulsion. 

plane. 

Results: Figure 7 presents proton spectra, E> 57 MeV, measured 

upon five different occasions between June 1963 and June 1966. The omni

directional flux that is quoted is obtained from the observed sum 'of the 

eastward and westward directional fluxes following the procedures given in 

the previous section. Background c()rrections have been taken into account. 

By measuring the flux and ionization of particles not contained in the mirro.r 

planes of the trapped particles, we find that for energies less than 200 MeV 
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backgrounds are :s; 10 per cent. Above this energy, the background level 

increases until at ::::550 MeV it amounts to about 55 per cent .of the ob-

served flux. 

The spectra are all normalized to an altitude' '11 ,:.= 375 km, as-. . mln 

'h 1 l', .' h' J h 4. 67 1 d' f sunung t e power- aw re atlonslp ex: • is va i . or all energies. mln 

The scatter of flux values is largely due to the statistical accuracy of the 

measurements, i. e., typically ±15 per cent between 110 and 250 MeV, the 

data becoming statistically limited at the highest energy, where the errors 

can exceed ±50 per cent. 

For comparative purposes, the dashed line through the data is a 

smooth curve drawn through the results of Heckman and Armstrong [1962] . 

These spectral data were taken in 1960 on an Atlas missile in ballistic 

trajectory (1185 km apogee) between Cape Kennedy and Ascensio!l Island. 

The 1960 spectrum is arbitrarily normalized at 63 MeV, and demonstrates 

that little, if any, difference exists between that measurement, made near 

solar maximum at h . :::: 550 km, and the spectra observed in this expermln 

iment. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

As a basis for discussion, we recapitulate the pertinent results of 

this experiment, based on data obtained between November 1962 and 

June 1966, a period of very stable conditions. These results are com

pared with data obtained before and after the stable period and with cal-

culations based on the Harris and Priester atmospheric model. 

• 
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a. Between Noyember 1962 and June 1966 inclusive. the omnidirec-, 

tional flux of 63-MeV protons remained constant to within ±7. 6 per cent, 

an error comparable to the statistical accuracy of the measurement, 

and no detectable change in the proton energy spectrum has been observed. 

Long-term temporal variations in the proton flux are attributable to 

solar cycle changes in the upper atmosphere [Blanchard and Hess, 1964]. 

Variations in the solar uv heating of the upper atmosphere result in cor-

responding changes in the integrated atmospheric density traversed by 

trapped particles. During a period of minimum solar activity, trapped 

particles experience a less dense atmosphere. Hence, the proton flux 

is expected to achieve its maximum value at this time. Although the 
, . 

proton flux appears to have reached its maximum value during the recent 

period of low solar activity, the flux was actually observed to remain 

constant to within±7. 6 per cent. The high stability of the omnidirectional 

proton flux between November 1962 and June 1966 can be, to a large ex-

tent, ascribed to the concurrent stability of the monthly averaged 10.7- ern 

uv flux, F (in 10- 22 W m -2 Hz -1). In terms of the Harris and Priester 

model atmosphere [Harris and Priester, 1962 and 1963], the observed 

variations in . F during this period result in density changes of the order 

of 10 per cent at the altitudes of interest. On this basis, one would ex-

peet very little change in the proton flux between 1962 and 1966, which 

concurs with our observations . 

Any observation)of natural monotonic variation in the proton flux 

just prior to the stable period were precluded by a rather severe tran-

sient perturbation produced by the Starfish nuclear detonation of July 1962. 
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Filz and Holeman [1965] observed the flux of 55-MeV protons from a 

series of experiments, similar to ours, aboard polar-orbiting satellites 

dating back to 1961. Following Starfish, Filz and Holeman detected a 

precipitous order-of-magnitude increase in the low-altitude proton flux, 

after which the proton intensity underwent decay. At the time of our 

first measurement, 8 weeks after Starfish, the proton flux at 63 Me V 

was about 40 per cent greater than the subsequent level of flux we were 

to observe throughout the solar-minimum period. By November 1962, 

the flux transient was no longer evident in our data, although this decay 

may have masked the detection of any natural flux variation through mid-

1963 [Nakano and Heckman, 1968]. 

The solar minimum. flux level was approximately twice that ob-

served by Filz and Holeman [1965] during the 1961-1962 pre-Starfish 

period. Since the end of the solar minimum. period (June 1966), we have 

observed a steady decrease in the proton flux. As of November 1967, 

the flux appears to be about one-half of the solar minimum flux level, a 

change that is sigmficantly less than expected on the basis of the Blanchard 
. . 

and Hes's calcula'tions [Nakano and Heckman, 1968]. 

The spectral shape we have measured is in good agreement with 

those measured in 1959-1960 [Freden and White, 1959, 1960, 1962; 

Armstrong, Harrison,Heckman, and Rosen, 1961; and Heckman and 

Armstrong, 1962], irrespective of the fact that these latter experiments 

were carried out near solar maximum (F::::: 200) at altitudes 460 < h . . mIn 

< 570 km, some 100 to 200 km higher than the present satellite exper-

iments. It should be pointed out, however, that solar-cycle changes in 

the energy spectrum., K> 50 MeV, diminish rapidly with increasing a:lti

fUide' [Blanchard and Hess, ~·g64], and the energy spettfliIti t:h:u;s teri.tl~' 

• 
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. toward temporal stability. We are then, in essence, comparing spectra 

observed during the solar minimum period willi one that is more typical 

of a solar-cycle average. Solar-cycle differences between the spectra 

will be somewhat!. reduced, but certainly not eliminated. 

b. The flux-vs-altitude profileis accurately expressed by the power-

. - n 
law function J(63 MeV) ex: h . , where n = 4.67:1:0.08. mIn 

The long period of stability in the flux and energy spectrum made 

it possible to generate a precise flux-vs-altitude profile appropriate to 

the solar-minimum period. In addition, this stable period afforded us 

the opportunity to establish the reproducibility and internal consistency 

of the flux measurements, thereby lending credibility to the observed 

profile. This profile is accurately r.epresented by a power-law function 

of h . , With the exponent n = 4.67:1:0.08. 
mIn 

We Wish to compare this power-law exponent with those obtained by 

Based on data beginning in mid-1961, Filz finds that the 

flux-altitude exponent, n, was constant, and about 4.8, for all periods 

except one month after Starfish and in 1966. Of particular interest is the 

observation that, before Starfish, . between August 1961 and June 1962, the 

slope of the power-law fit to the flux data was 4.79 [Filzand Holeman, 

1965], the same as observed throughout the period late 1962 to mid 1966. 

Thus, although the plateau of the solar minimum flux was typically 100 per 

cent greater than the pre-Starfish flux, the altitude-vs-flux profile has 

\ 

remained the same. In other words, whereas the flux changes that have 

been observed are indicative of change in the average atmospheric density, 

we have no evidence for solar- cycle variations in the gradient of the at-

mosphere upon which the exponent n is expected to depend. 
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c. A less preCise, though direct, measure of the power-law exponent 

n is obtained from the east-west asymmetry measurements, which yield 

a value n = 4. 93±0.12. 

Direct determinations of n, hence the particle scale heights, H. 

via the east-west asyrrunet:r:y data are in agreement with the results ob

tained from the flux-vs-altitude profile cited in b. In Figure 4a we have 

intercompared these measured scale-height data. plotted as a function of 

altitude, with the omnidirectional flux data and with the effective scale 

heights expected on the basis of the Harris and Priester [1962] atmo,.. 

spheric model and the Jensen and Cain [1962] 48-term expansion of the 

geomagnetic field. Heckman and Brady [1966] computed the effective 

atmospheric densities and scale heights for 125-MeV protons in the South 

Atlantic anomaly, which may be directly compared with the 132-MeV pro

ton asyrrunetry measurements made here. The striking feature of Figure 

4a is that the scale-height data are characteristic of anatInosphere at 

times of maximum solar activity (S = 200), rather than at the time of 

minimum activity (S = 100) during which these data were actually taken. 

Because the characteristic lifetime of these protons is generally shorter 

than the prevailing 3.5 years of stable atmospheric conditions, it would 

appear that ample time was available for the protons to corne to equilibrium 

with a solar-minimum-like atmosphere. such as labeled S = 100 in Figure 

4a. (For a solar minimum atmosphere. the average resident time or 

lIage ll of a 132-MeV proton at 400 km altitude is typically 5 years; at 250 

km less than 3 months.) 

Apart from invoking particle sources other than albedo neutron de

cay td account for the iarge partiCle-scale heights, this resuit suggests 

• 
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either that substantial errors exist in the model atmosphere, particularly 

in regard to the density gradient, or that the adiabaticity of motion of the 
/ 

energetic protons fs violated. Of course, atmospheric models are not 

so firmly established as we would. like. However, recent satellite drag 

data [King-Hele and Hingston, 1968 a, 'b]have tended to confirm the 

general features of the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere 1965, 

i. e., the Harris and Priester model atmosphere, and rather severe mod-

ifications of this model would be required to rectify the discrepancy. 

If we assume the model atmosphere is reasonably accurate, then 

the result shown in Figure 4a suggests that the particles are not indig,enous 

to the altitude at which they are detected. That is to say; the enlarged 

particle scale heights could be accounted for if the trapped particles had 

previously experienced greater atmospheric scale heights. Such scale 

heights are encountered at higher altitudes. Hence, these data provide 

circumstantial evidence for the diffusion of energetic protons in B or L. 

The net result of such an effect would be to give larger particle scale 

heights, and would diminish the effects of atmospheric solar-cycle changes 

in the altitude profile and spectral shape. In addition, B or L diffusion 

would yield proton fluxes greater than those expected from simple atmo-

spheric losses alone under the assumption of adiabatically conserved 

particle motion. It was to the latter problem that Dragt, Austin, and 

White [1966] addres sed themselves in their work on the probabilities for 

the injection of protons into the radiation belt by albedo neutron decay. 

They concluded that the observed flux of trapped inner- belt protons with 

energies > 20 MeV are larger by a factor of ::::: 50 than can be reasonably 

explained by the albedo neutron hypothesis and atmospheric losses alone. 
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,Dragt et al., proposed the possibility for pitch-angle diffusion, through 

the violation of the first adiabatic invariant, as a means to rectify this 

discrepancy. Such diffusion in pitch angle could be effected bY,hydro- \;., 

magnetic waves of sufficient amplitude at a frequency (::::: 10 Hz) required 

for a resonant interaction [Dragt, 19611. The interaction of high- energy 

protons with hydromagnetic waves at low L values and the resultant pitch-

angle diffusion have yet to be established, but it is clear that such phe-

nomena should be considered as a possible means to account for the ap-

parent discrepancies, high fluxes and large scale heights. A consequence 

of such pitch-angle diffusion would be to diminish the solar-cycle variations 

of the inner- belt protons. 
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APPENDIX 1. Pitch Arigle -Distribution at Low Altitudes 

Assuming that the mirrol'-point d~nsity along a magnetic field line 
ii, 

between £ and £ + d£ is inversely proportional to the effective atmo-

spheric density p(£), we wish to calculate the pitch-angle distribution 

f( 6), where 6 is measured relative to the mirror plane at the point of 

observation (B, X-). 

Let 

B = magnetic field at magnetic latitude X-, 

h = altitude of observation, 

B = magnetic field at mirror point, 
m 

h = altitude of mirror point, 
m 

£ = distance of B belowB, as measured along field line, m . 

I = magnetic dip angle, and 

r = dipolar radius. 

The observed pitch-angle distribution, f( 6) d6, is the product of 

(a) the probability p 1 (.6) that a particle has a pitch angle be

tween 0 and 0 + do, and 

(b) the probability P2(0) that this particle is detected by the 

observer. 

In the following we shall assume a small-angle approximationfor 
\ 

0, valid for low altitudes, with B given bya magnetic dipole, and that 

the rate of particle injection into this limited region is constant . 

Consider (a). We assume 

( 6) 
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The relationship between pitch angle 6,and '.£ is obtained from the expres-

sions for the invariance of the magnetic moment and B(A-). 

Mirror, equation: 

'2 
cos 0 

B = 1 
B m 

from which (since B = constant) 

Dipole field: 

and 

2 tan 6 do = dB /B . 
m m 

dB /B = 
m' m 

From equation 8 and 9: 

, 2 
dA- 2 tan 0(1+3 sin A- ) m m 
(i6= '2 

3 tan A-m (3+5 sin \.J 

We now relate .£ with 6: 

d.£ r 
do = cosI 

dA
m 
~ 

dA- . 
m 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

Under the assumption that 0 is small, tan 0:::: 0, 1m:::: 1, andusing the 

relation tan I =2 tan A- , we have 
m m 

d.£ 4 [ 2 ] -1 do = '3 r (2 + cos I) sinI 0, 

. . . 
K02 ' 

.£ = 2 

( 12a) 

( 12b) 

• 
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where 

. I 2 -1 K sin! = (4 3) r (2 + cos!) . ( 12c) 

Hence, probability Pi (0) do is 

[ 1 d.e] r ]-1 P1(o)dOex: p(.e)- do do ex: KOlP(O) do. (13) 

(b) The probability P2(0) that a particle is observed in increment 

dx along the field line is proportional to the product of the time it spends 

in dx, i. e., 'T ex: dx/vil = dx/vo, and the frequency of its bounce period 

v cc v [Hamlin et al., 1961]: 

-1 
P2 (0) = cons tant X 0 . 

Thus, pitch-angle distribution is 

f(o) do = P1(o) P2(0)dO 

= c[p(O)]-1 do . ( 14) 

The pitch-angle distribution is therefore given by the inverse of the effec-

tive atmospheric density when expressed in terms of the pitch angle, 0. 

Examples: 

1. Exponential atmosphere: Scale height H is constant. At alti

tude hm effective atmospheric density is of the form 

p = Po exp(-hm/H) , 

h = h - P, sin! = h - (1/2) K sin! 02 , m 

where h = altitude of observation, 

p( 0) = p(h) exp (+K2~n! 02 ) . 
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Thus 

( 15) 

For an exponential atmosphere, the pitch-angle distribution is a Gaussian 

function whose variance is 

(i = H/(K sinI) 

3 H 2 
= 4 r (2 + cos I). (16) 

In the South Atlantic anomaly at 400 km altitude, r ~ 68.00 km, H = 80 

km, cos I = 0.74. Standard deviation of distribution is then (J = 8.6°. 

2. Power- Law Abnosphere : Exponent n is constant. 

Here, 

I n ( .£ sin I )-n 
P = PO(hm h(= Po 1 - h ' 

and the pitch-angle distribution becomes 

( 17) 

We note that equations 15 and 17 are equal to first order when H = h/n. 
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APPENDIX II. Average Minim.um. Mirror-Poiht Altitude 

The time-integrated flux data that are recorded by the em.ulsion de-

tectors during each satellite flight are dependent upon the orbital param.-

eters such as altitude, inclination, and eccentricity. In order to correlate 

data from. anum."ber of different experim.ents, we adopted a flux-weighted, 

average m.inim.um. m.irror-point altitude, h . , as the characteristic 
m.1n 

altitude for a given flight experim.ent. 

the expression 

h . = m.1n 

~ f. h. 
1 1 1 
~ f. 

1 

The altitude h. '. is de fin. ed by m.1n . 

(18) 

To calculate h . we com.pute Band L values for the satellite m.1n 

ephem.eris at 1- minute intervals in the region of the South Atlantic anom.aly. 

We use the Jensen and Cain geom.agnetic field m.odel [Jensen and Cain, 1962] 

tocom.pute (B., L.) and the corresponding m.inim.um. m.irror-point altitude, 
1 1· 

h. (Bot L.). This value of h. is then weighted by f. (B., L.), the flux of 111 . 1 111 
I 

trapped protons at (B., L.)as given by the Injun 3 flux contours [Valerio, 
1 1 

1964] . 

For the ephem.erides we are considering here, h . is less than m.ln 

the altitude of the satellite.at the site of m.axim.um. flux (34° S, 34° W), 

by an ainount~h = 20 to 45 km.. The correction ~h increases approx

im.ately in proportion to altitude. 

We have used h , as a principal param.eter to analyze our data. m.1n 

and it is pertinent to exam.ine the dependence of the altitude-flux profile 

(Figure 6) upon the particular choice' of B-L flux contour to compute 

h . For this exam.ination we used the Injun 3. 1964-45A. and Telstar I m. 

B-L proton flux contours. Table I summarizes the results of this analysis. 
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Tabulated are the input models (flux and field used to compute h . , and 
nun ";:1 

the power-law coefficients obtained by a least- squares analysis of the 

data. 

The least- squares results given in Table I illustrate that a power

law behavior accurately describes the flux-aititude profile.-Irrespective 

of the flux model used to compute h . , a power-law relation orders . . mIn 

. our flux-vs-altitude data to accuracies 7.8 per cent to 8.9 per cent. The 

Injun 3 and 1964-45A B-L contours are of similar shape, and give values 

of 1i . that agree within ±1 km. The differences between the resultant mIn . 

altitude profiles are therefore negligible. Relative to the Injun 3 and 1964-. 

45A data, the Telstar I flux conto~urs differ sufficiently to affect systematic, 

altitude-dependent differences in h . , which in turn produce a slightly mIn 

steeper altitude-flux profile. 

Because the B-L proton flux contours listed in Table I are based 

upon the Jensen and Cain 48-coefficient field, it is not possible to. check 

ldirectlythe effects different magnetic field models have upon the data 

given in Figure 6. That such effects are probably small is evidenced by 

the fact that when we use the Injun 3 data to weight the h . values ob-
mIn 

tained from the GSFC (9/65) 99-coefficient field model [Hendricks and 

Cain, 1966] we find the resulting alti~de profile is identical to that ob

tained for the Injun 3 48- coefficient combination given in Table I. 
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Table 1. Results of the least- squares analysis of the ob

served omnidirectional proton flux detected per day 

during ascending-node traversals of the South Atlantic 

anomaly, versus h .. The B-L flux and field models mIn 
,used to compute h . are designated. The ,functional mIn ' 

-n 
form is J(63 MeV) = a h . ., The goodness of the LS mIn . 
fit is given by 0' (SD), the per cent standard deviation 

in the experimental data about the least-squares power

law fit. 

11 
min log a n 

0' (SD) 
Flux Field {Eer cent} 

Injun 3 JC -8.29 ±O.20 4.67 ±0.08 7.6 

1964-45A JC -8.26 ±0.21 4.66 ±0.08 8.1 

Telstar I JC -9.05 ±0.25 4.97 ±0.10 8.9 
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FIGURE, CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Photograph of emulsion detectors (A~D) rhounted on satellite 
AA .... 

ballast shell. Coordinates i.j~ are fixed in the satellite frame. 

During flight 1 is oriented toward the zenith and k, the axis of 

symmetry of the satellite, is in the orbital plane. 

Fig. 2. Mean orientation of mirror planes as recorded by emulsion 
, , 

detectors for an orbit inclination of 75°. Detectors A-D are 

represented by disks that are tangent to hemispherical shell. 

The plane whose normal is directed to the right of the illustra-

tion is the ascending-node plane. The normal to the descending-

node plane is toward the upper left. In this illustration, the ob-

server's line of sight is close to the descending-node plane. 

Fig. 3. Geographic' coordinates of the site of mirroring particles in 

the South Atlantic anomaly as determined in this experiment. 

Each point is for a separate satellite flight. Error bars repre-

sent the statistical errors in the site locations. Magnetic dec-

lination and inclination angles are respectively indicated by solid 

and dashed lines.' 

Fig. 4(a). Proton-flux scale height, H, versus altitude, h . , from 
mIn 

east-west asymmetry measurements. 'Data are compar'ed with 

the calculations of Heckman and Brady [1966] ,given by the solid 

lines labeled S = 100 and 200. Dashed lines are least- squares 

fits to east-west asymmetry 'data (n ::: 4.93) and the aititude-vs-

flux data (n = 4.67). 

(b). Power-law exponent n as derived from east-west asym-

metry measurements., 

• 
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Fig. 5. Scanning geometry for stack A. Here, B is approximately -
along i The tnirror plane is nearly coincident with the ,; - i 
plane. The vector BX ~ is the eastward direction, <p = O. - -
Measured is the vertically incident flux of stopping protons (P) -
whose projected angle on the mirror plane is <p :::; ±15°. The 

p 

azimuthal angle between the east-west and mean incident directions 

is <p • 
v 

Fig. 6. .. 2 -1-1 
Omnidirectional flux, J(63 MeV) cm MeV day versus 

altitude, h . . 
nun 

Data from this experiment are shown as open 

circles. The least- squares fit to the data is given by the solid 

line, J 
c 

The corresponding Injun 3 computed fluxes and least-

squares fit are shown by the solid points and dashed line. 

Fig. 7. Proton energy spectra, E > 57 MeV, 6/63 to 6/66. Dashed 

curve is from data taken in 1960, normalized to the present data 

at E = 63 MeV [Heckman and Armstrong, 1962]. 
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Fig. 2 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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